John Roger Arnold
The long productive life of
John Roger Arnold
Chronometer Maker

J. Arnold No. 212

If this watch were made by John Arnold, it
would have been made during the period
he was entertaining the King and his
friends living at St. James Place.
It is fairly ordinary, but nicely done in a
gilt case. Perhaps one of the pages
challenged him to make a “working
man’s” watch for a physician.
In 1771, he stopped making such foolish
items and devoted himself full time to the
longitude problem of building a practical
timepiece to Harrison’s principles in his
shop at 2 Adams, the Strand.

Our subject John roger Arnold was 2
years old at the time of the move.
John Arnold was largely supported by
loans and grants from the Admiralty
for the first few years but had created a
useable timepiece by 1775. By 1779 he
saw the need for additional production
space to meet the demand and
purchased Well Hall in Eltham.
In 1783 he moved the store to the Bank
building in Cornhill and his shops to
Well Hall.
Also in 1783 he took John Roger
Arnold as apprentice and in 1784
added Thomas Prest and John Glover.
He also first used the signature Arnold
& Son in 1784.

John Roger Arnold’s
Education
• Born February 13th, 1769
• Apprenticed June 2nd , 1783 (7
years to 1790)
• First Arnold & Son Watch 1784
• Studied with Breguet 1792-94
– Breguet’s son Louis Antoine studied
with Arnold at the same time. An
early example of exchange students.

• Freedom (by penalty) and Livery
1796

This example of the “Second Kind” was made in
1789 and signed Arnold & Son. It is jeweled to the
3rd wheel with cap jewels on the escape wheel and
diamond caps on the balance. (14 jewels total)

•
•
•

•

Arnold & Son
Marine chronometer
Dated 1790
Platinum and silver
alloy balance with
brass arms.
Train fully jeweled

8 Day
Arnold & Son
14/104

Curator notes

Courtesy British Museum

Transitions
• John Roger’s mother died in 1789 shortly before he finished his
apprenticeship in 1790.
• John Arnold remarried and retired with his new wife to Well Hall
in 1796 giving John Roger control of the business.
• The business consisted of the shops in Well Hall and the store in
Cornhill.
• John and his new wife lived in the main house at Well Hall until
he died in 1799.
• John Roger likely had his own rooms in the main house at this
time.
• The workmen and apprentices lived in one side wing with the
shops in the opposite side. Thomas Prest and John Glover had
continued working for John Arnold and then John Roger Arnold.
• The primary product of the facility was chronometers and the level
of production was that of a small factory.

John Roger buys
the business

Bought the business
from John 5/10/1799
Penalty bond of
£10,000
John died 8/25/1799
No will has been
found.

Early Pocket Chronometer

• This is a particularly
nice pocket chronometer
made by J. R. shortly
after his father’s death.
hm 1800 sn 1760

Images by David Penney.
Used with permission

This chronometer features a
unique platinum and alloy
balance, plus an amplitude
limiter invented by John
Roger. The jeweling is the
same as 367/668

One day survey chronometer by
J. R. Arnold #217
Aperature jump hour and
recessed seconds dial.
Converted to Earnshaw detent.

Survey Chronometer

Curator notes

Courtesy British Museum

Living
• In 1801 or 1802 John roger married his wife Jane. There is no record
of the marriage or her maiden name available.
• In 1802 they purchased a large house at Martyns (or Marchings) in
Chigwell.
• In 1802 John Roger also purchased two adjacent houses in Dalston to
provide space for shops and worker accommodations to replace the
facility at Well Hall now occupied by his father’s widow. (This may
have been the settlement of the remainder of his £10,000 bond
obligation.)
• In 1809, Thomas Prest married Mary and John Roger and Jane moved
to Dalston, renting out the house in Chigwell. The Arnolds had been
married for 7 years and had no children so may have felt no need for
all the space in Chigwell.
• In 1810, Mary Prest gave birth to their first son Thomas Prest Jr.

Home and Work
Chigwell: located 13 ½ miles northeast of the Strand
Well Hall Eltham 10 miles southeast.
Dalston N.E. London (~3 miles)

• Stores
• 1771 – 1782 2 Adams Strand (J)
• 1783 – 1812 102 Bank Cornhill (J/JR)
• 1813 – 1816 Rented stores on the
Strand at 32 Strand/26 Cecil (JR)
• 1821 – 1857 Purchased store at 84
Strand (JR/Dent/Frodsham)
• Homes and shops
• 1779 – 1802 Well Hall Eltham (J/JR)
• 1802 – 1809 Martyns Chigwell (JR)
• 1802 – 1815 Two houses Dalston (JR)
• 1815 – 1843 Martyns Chigwell (JR)

• Strand and Cornhill addresses are all retail.
(Some shop space at 2 Adams.)
• Well Hall Eltham was John Arnold’s
residence and workshop with
accommodations for workers.
• After John Roger married Jane, they lived in
Chigwell for several years and had the shop
and worker accommodations in Dalston.
When the Prests married in 1809, they
rented out Martyns for 5 years and lived in
Dalston with the Prests and the shops.
• In 1815 they moved back to Chigwell and
sold the property in Dalston. Now all the
living quarters and shops were at Martyns in
Chigwell.

Remnant of a cylinder
3525 converted to lever

Ordinary Pocket
Watches

• After 1799 all pieces
o
signed Jn R. Arnold or
simply Arnold

Cylinder 3570 redialed and recased, but cylinder
movement intact with compensation curb.

Breguet L’ Hommage

•

•

It is believed that John Roger took Arnold No. 11 pocket
chronometer to Paris with him in 1792 as a gift to Breguet from
his father.
After John Arnold’s death, in 1799, Breguet presented this piece,
the first tourbillon, to J.R. in 1809 as homage to his father.

Curator notes

This is my favorite
artifact in the British
Museum. The pictures
from their web site are
used with permission

Arnold and Earnshaw
• The dispute between Arnold and Earnshaw did not
reach its peak until after John Arnold’s death
• A lot of John Roger’s time and energy was wasted
in defending his father’s and his firm’s reputation
from Earnshaw
• The final disposition by the Board of Longitude of
the rival claims was reached December 14th, 1805
• Earnshaw and Arnold were each awarded £3,000 for
improvements in marine chronometers.
• Earnshaw was still dissatisfied and published his
“Appeal” in 1808
• He did not rest in the dispute until his death in 1829
• During the period 1795 to 1830 Arnold sold 1,500+
chronometers vs. the 100 sold by Earnshaw.

Apprentices
• In 1811 John Roger took two apprentices, his wife’s nephew Charles
Wilson and the son of a watchmaker Richard Jolley.
• With these two additions, the firm now had 4 watchmakers and 2
apprentices and were well staffed to meet the growing demand for their
products.

Charles Wilson Arnold
• John Roger and Jane were childless.
• On November 4th, 1811 John Roger took Charles Willson of Belfast, the
son of Jane’s sister as apprentice (at the advanced age of 16)
• Charles was then adopted by John Roger sometime between 1811 and
1818 and took the name Charles Wilson Arnold
• On February 4th 1818 Charles Arnold married Mary Basire daughter of the
engraver James Basire of Chigwell
• Charles obtained his Freedom of the Clockmakers Company May 6, 1824
• Charles Died May 6th 1829 and his wife Mary followed on November 23rd
• John Roger was now 60 years old and had no heirs
Charles Wilson Arnold mystery
Since he was working as a member of the clockmakers company for 5 years (to the day)
after his freedom, one would expect to see at least a few watches as output.
They may exist, but none have been reported.

Thomas Prest
• Bound to John Arnold in 1784 (1 year after J. R.)
• Continued in the business after his apprenticeship.
• Became foreman around 1796 (when J. R. took over
operation of the business) and operated the shop at
Well Hall, Eltham (where he met his wife Mary).
• The Arnolds moved to Chigwell and the business to
Dalston in 1803 and Prest continued to run the shop
there until 1815 when all moved back to Chigwell.
Details of the living space there are not known.
Thomas Prest “Patentee” • Prest purchased a home and 7 acres in Chigwell Row
around 1821. (likely with the royalty from J.R.)
No. 545, Chigwell hm 1847
• After J.R. went into partnership with Dent, Prest
Thomas and Mary wed ca 1809
operated his own business in Chigwell from 1832
Thomas Jr. born 1810, Edward
until he died in 1852 at age 82.
1813, fem 1815, Ann 1821,
• His son Thomas Prest Jr. continued the business until
Eliza 1823
Mary died 1865
1877 but never married.

Prest’s Keyless Work
#30 with ruby cylinder and compensation curb
Large caliber single bottom case hm 1807 (?)

• Thomas Prest invented a simple
keyless mechanism around 1819
– Patent No. 4501 dated October 20th, 1820.

• Prest licensed Arnold to use the
patent and Arnold produced over 200
watches with it.

• Small Ruby Cylinder w/o curb or
stopworks
• Converted to Lever
• Was once thought to be the first
keyless lever watch (AH Vol VIII
No 8, p 912), it is the earliest
existing Prest keyless watch.

Earliest
Arnold/Prest Watch

No. 107 with Arnold Spring Detent
No Hallmark
Case appears to be silver shop case for
unsold movement
This may be the last Arnold spring detent
watch made.
Very similar No. 51 signed “Arnold
Invenit Fecit Patent” which sold in 2006
in a display case.

Arnold & Dent
Pocket Chronometer

• In 1829 E. J. Dent took
the first prize in the
annual chronometer
competition
• In 1830 J. R. Arnold
was despairing of
completing his career in
comfort
• The partnership with the
younger Dent offered
the opportunity to have
the firm continue
• They agreed to an equal
division of all proceeds
for a period of 10 years
with Dent having charge
of the day to day
operations.

Arnold & Dent
Arnold & Dent lever with
Prest Keyless Work and
stopworks hm 1841

Arnold & Dent Research
Staple Balance

Glass Balance
& Spring

• The big problem in the 2nd quarter of the
19th century was middle temperature
error in marine chronometers. It was the
largest remaining source of error.
• Arnold and Dent experimented with both
materials and forms to attack the problem
Experimental
Balance

Courtesy British Museum

John Roger after Dent
• The partnership dissolved on schedule in 1840
• All the finished goods and work in process was divided
equally and Dent moved to his own establishment two doors
away at 82 Strand.
• Jane died the year the partnership dissolved and John Roger
lived another 3 years until 1843. A number of earlier pieces
were reworked and sold during that time.
• The Arnold business at 84 Strand was purchased from the
estate by Charles Frodsham
• Quite a bit of material was left over as work in process and
was finished by Frodsham over the next few years

• This watch has a duplex escapement which
was uncommon for Arnold
• The hallmark is for 1839 but Dent’s name does
not appear. The number is 3050
• The probable explanation is that Arnold took
the watch in for updating in 1839
• It was likely made at the same time as the early
kw ruby cylinders with 3,500 range numbers

Large J. R.
Arnold Duplex

• Typical small lever with Prest Keyless
Work
• Essentially identical watches are found
with Arnold Frodsham dials and/or
with Arnold & Frodsham on the
movement.
• Presumably John Roger was finishing
these to amuse himself in the last years
of his life.
• John Roger was still selling
Chronometers during this period and
his sales exceeded those of Dent two
doors away.

Late J. R. Arnold
Work

Some have speculated that J.R. and Thomas
Prest had a falling out over the keyless patent.
J.R.’s Last Will and Testament gives a more
accurate picture. (The Prest home had a current
rate assessment value of £39)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas Prest £20 “for a ring or whatever
he wants”
Thomas Prest Jr. £50
Martha Houching, servant £100
Mr. Welsford, accountant £100
John Arnold Basire, Godson £100
My rich old friend John Green esq. of
Eltham £50 “for a ring”
Joseph Raith, former servant at Well Hall
£100 and forgive his debt.
Mrs. Allen widow of Major Allen £100
John Glover, fellow apprentice, £100
Wm Adams, schoolmaster Chigwell £100

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

John Roger
Arnold’s Will

Alfred Hogan, shopman Strand £200
James Steele formerly of the late firm of
Alves Steele and Harrison £200
Mary Ann Smith, widow £300
Richard Jolley, former apprentice £300
Mrs. Maria Moore, D Mr. Green £300
Joseph Matthews, conducts Mess.
Mackintosh’s business £1,000
Jane Lucking, niece of my late wife, wife of
William Lucking my farming man for her
own use independent of her husband £1,000
to be secured as my executors see fit.
William Lucking, said husband £1,500

I appoint as my executors, John Green with £100 for his trouble, Joseph Matthew of Charing
Cross 2nd executor, Richard Steele 3rd executor and to him I leave the remainder of my
estate. I also request that the full length portrait of my wife Jane be given to Jane Lucking.

Charles Frodsham

• Charles Frodsham came from a long
established line of watchmakers
• He was not in the main line of
inheritance so needed to establish his
own business
• He was already a well recognized
maker, but the acquisition of the
Arnold name gave him the cachet to
take his business to the top level

This watch is typical of the Frodsham watches
produced after the Arnold material was gone. Fmsz
stands for 1850 which was used as the “official”
birthdate of the new model and as a quality mark.

• Dent went on to be very
successful commercially
• His principle competition became
Charles Frodsham
• Both companies made extensive
use of other makers and Dent
especially made use of Nicole
Nielsen

Dent After
the Partnership

E. J. Dent
Chronometers

• Dent was at least as well known
for his chronometers as watches.
• The Staple balance was one of
the Arnold & Dent solutions to
the middle temperature problem
that Dent used extensively.

• Production Counts*

J.
R.
Arnold
Business
– John Arnold
• 301 Pocket Watches < 1771
Performance
• 194 Pocket Chronometers 1771 - 84
• 95 Marine Chronometers

– Arnold & Son 1784 - 1796
• 523 Pocket Chronometers
• 120 Marine Chronometers
• 35 Regulator Clocks (JA + A&S)

– John Roger Arnold 1796 - 1829
• 2,300 Pocket Watches and Pocket
Chronometers
• 410 Marine Chronometers
• 210 Prest Keyless Watches
• 210 Regulators and Clocks

– Dent 1812 -1829
• 826 Pocket Watches and
Pocket Chronometers
• 226 Marine chronometers
• 2 Regulators and Clocks

– Arnold & Dent 1830 - 1840
• 1,550 Pocket Watches and
Pocket Chronometers
• 830 Marine Chronometers
• 210 Regulators and Clocks

* Approximate numbers from Staeger (adjusted for dates)

What Was John Roger’s Impact?
• His output exceeded that of John Arnold in volume but he had
a much longer career.
• He was instrumental in establishing both E. J. Dent and Charles
Frodsham as major makers.
• He was able to overcome substantial adversity and continue to
work at his trade from 1783 until 1843 a total working life of
60 years.
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